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NOTES ON THE IMPLEMENTATION OF PARLOG 
KEITH CLARK AND STEVE GREGORY 
D In this paper we consider the implementation of PARLOG by showing how 
any PARLOG program can be compiled to a program in a small and quite 
rudimentary subset of the language which we call Kernel PARLOG. To 
implement PARLOG on a particular architecture we need only implement 
Kernel PARLOG, which itself can be adapted to the features of the 
architecture. The paper presents a step-by-step reduction of PARLOG to 
Kernel PARLOG. Firstly, we define the set and subset primitives by 
interpreters in the single-solution subset of PARLOG. Then we show how 
any PARLOG single-solution relation definition can be compiled to one in 
Kernel PARLOG. a 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider the implementation of PARLOG [l] by showing how any 
PARLOG program can be compiled to a program in a small and quite rudimentary 
subset of the language which we call Kernel PARLOG. To implement PARLOG on 
a particular architecture we need only implement Kernel PARLOG, which itself can 
be adapted to the features of the architecture. The paper assumes familiarity with 
PARLOG, but we summarize the main features of the language below. 
I.1 Brief Introduction to PARLOG 
PARLOG is a logic programming language featuring both and- and or-paralielism. 
The basic, “ single-solution”, subset* of PARLOG differs from PROLOG in three 
respects: “don’t care non-determinism”, and-parallel evaluation and “mode” dec- 
larations to specify communication constraints on shared variables. Each relation 
call can be evaluated as a separate process. The shared variables act as communica- 
tion channels along which messages are sent by the incremental construction of data 
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structures which are usually lists of terms acting as message streams. 
1.1.1 Don’t care nondeterminism. A PARLOG clause takes the form 
R(t1 , . . . , tk) + (guard conditions) : (body conditions). 
where the signals the end of the guard and ,(tl,. . . ,tk) are argument terms. 
Both the (guard conditions) and the (body conditions) are conjunctions of 
relation calls. There are two types of conjunction: the parallel “and” (Cl,C2) in 
which the conjuncts Cl and C2 will be evaluated in parallel, and the sequential 
“and” (Cl&C2) where C2 will be evaluated only when Cl has successfully 
terminated. 
In the evaluation of a relation call R(tl’, . . . , tk’), all of the clauses for relation R 
will be searched in parallel for a candidate clause. The above clause is a candidate 
clause if the head R(t1,. . . , tk) matches the call R(tl’, . . . ,tk’) and the guard 
succeeds. It is a noncandidate if the match fails or the match succeeds and the guard 
fails. If all clauses are noncandidates the call fails, otherwise one of the candidates is 
selected and the call is reduced to the substitution instance of its body. There is no 
backtracking on the choice of candidate clause. We “don’t care” which candidate 
clause is selected. In practice, the first one (chronologically) to be found is chosen. 
During the search for a candidate clause, no variables in the call are bound. There 
is no output binding to variables of the call until the evaluation commits to the use 
of some clause. Because there is no backtracking there is never any need to rescind a 
message sent via a shared variable of the call. 
The search for a candidate clause can be controlled by the use of the ; operator 
between clauses. If a relation is defined by the sequence of clauses 
Clausel. 
Clause& 
Clause3. 
Clause3 will not be tried for candidacy until both Clause1 and Clause2 have been 
found to be noncandidate clauses. In general, no clause’following a ; is tried until all 
clauses preceding it have been found to be noncandidate clauses. 
1 .I.2 Modes. For every PARLOG relation definition there is a mode declaration 
which states whether each argument is input (?) or output (1). For example, the 
relation merge(x,y,z) has the mode ( ?,?,*) to merge lists x and y to list z. 
mode merge(?,?,*). 
merge(IuIxl,y,IulZl) + merge(x,y,z). 
merge(x,IvIyl,Iv lzl) + merge(x,y,z). 
merge(I I,Y,Y). 
merge(x,I 1,x). 
Note that lower case identifiers are variables. Throughout this paper we have 
highlighted each variable in a clause in the position(s) where it might be given a 
value. 
Concurrently evaluating relation calls communicate via shared variables; the 
modes impose a direction on this communication. Nonvariable terms that appear in 
input argument positions in the head of a clause can only be used for input 
matching. If an argument of the call is not sufficiently instantiated for an input 
match to proceed, the attempt to use the clause suspends until some other process 
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further instantiates the input argument of the call. For example, the first clause for 
merge has [111x] in its first input argument position. Until the call has a list or partial 
list structure of the form [ub] in the first argument position the first clause is 
suspended. 
If all clauses for a call are suspended, the call suspends. A candidate clause can be 
selected even if there are other, suspended, clauses. 
1.1.3 The metacall primitive. PARLOG has a three-argument metacall primitive 
cab(goal,status,control) with mode (?,*,?). 
The first argument, goal, is a term denoting a relation call to be evaluated by the 
metacall. If this evaluation succeeds, the metacall will succeed with status bound to 
SUCCEEDED. If the evaluation fails, the metacall will still succeed, but with status 
bound to FAILED. Any output generated by the evaluation of goal up to the point 
of failure remains. The third argument control will normally be an unbound variable. 
If it is bound to the term STOP by another process, the evaluation of goal will be 
terminated with status bound to STOPPED. 
1.1.4 Set constructors. We have outlined above the single-solution subset of 
PARLOG, so called because only one solution to a relation call is found. The 
all-solution subset of PARLOG allows multiple solutions to be found. It comprises 
unguarded PROLOG-style clauses without any mode declarations. The interface 
between the single- and all-solution subsets is provided by two primitives: 
set(solns,term,conj) with mode (,?,?) and subset(reqs,term,conj) with mode (?,?,?). 
set(sohts,term,conj) eagerly generates a list of instantiations of term satisfying the 
sequential conjunction conj. It is similar to the bagof primitive of DEC-10 PRO- 
LOG, except that the search for alternative solutions can proceed in parallel (i.e., 
or-parallelism). For example, given the program 
student(Smith). 
student(Jones). 
student(Ricbards). 
in the all-solution subset of PARLOG, the call set(solns,x,student(x)) would bind 
solns to some permutation of the list [Smitb,Jones,Richards]. 
subset(reqs,term,conj) receives a list of request variables on its reqs argument. 
Each time one is received, the next instantiation of term satisfying conj is sought. 
This gives a PROLOG-style backtracking evaluation. Requested solutions are sup- 
plied in an order determined by the order of the clauses. For example, the call 
subset([rl,r2,r3],x,student(x)) would further instantiate the list [rl,r2,r3] to 
[Smith,Jones,Richards] in that order. If the first argument is shorter than the number 
of solutions, only the first few solutions are found, e.g., [Smitb,Jones]. If it is longer 
than the number of solutions, the excess request variables are bound to END, e.g., 
[Smith,Jones,Richards,END]. 
1.1.5 PARLOG unification primitives. PARLOG provides five unification-related 
primitives, as follows: 
tl = t2 One-way unification, only variables in tl can be bound. Suspends on an 
attempt to bind variables in t2. 
tl = t2 Test unification. Succeeds only if tl and t2 are identical and fails if they 
are not. It suspends if it can proceed only by binding a variable in either 
term. 
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x := t2 Assignment unification, x must be an unbound variable. The test that x 
does not appear in t2 is not performed. The call aborts or raises an error 
if x is not an unbound variable. 
var(x) Succeeds if x is an unbound variable, fails otherwise. 
data(x) Succeeds if x is bound to a nonvariable term, suspends otherwise. 
1.2 Kernel PARLOG 
Kernel PARLOG is a simplification of the single-solution subset of PARLOG. The 
set and subset constructors are not primitives in Kernel PARLOG. Instead, defini- 
tions of all-solution relations are treated as data and set and subset are programs 
written in Kernel PARLOG. An or-parallel search for solutions to a conjunction in 
set can be implemented by an and-parallel evaluation. 
Another significant feature of Kernel PARLOG is that there are no mode 
declarations. The mode declarations of the PARLOG program are used to transform 
each clause into a standard form in which all matching implied by the modes is done 
by explicit calls to the above unification-related primitives and a primitive ARG. 
The transformation into standard form was explained in [l] and is the first stage 
of compilation from PARLOG to Kernel PARLOG. 
Depending on the capabilities of a target architecture, a standard form relation 
definition can be further simplified. Most importantly, each group of .-separated 
clauses can be transformed into a single clause such that the or-parallel search for a 
candidate clause within the group is achieved by an and-parallel evaluation of the 
guards of the alternative clauses. Each guard is evaluated using the general metacall 
primitive call, and a switch that monitors the status result of each metacall selects the 
appropriate clause body as soon as one of these guard metacalls succeeds. This 
reduces all PARLOG relation definitions to a Kernel form comprising a sequence of 
;-separated clauses of the form 
R(xl,...,yj)+ Gl: Bl; 
R(xl,..., yj)+G2: B2; 
. . . 
R(x1,. . . , yj) + Gn : Bn. 
where xl , . . . , yj are variables and any matching calls appear in the clause guards and 
bodies. That is, there is only sequential search for a candidate clause. There is no 
or-parallel evaluation, only and-parallel. 
If desired, the sequential search for a candidate clause, and the sequential “and”, 
can also be removed from Kernel PARLOG. These can be defined by (Kernel) 
PARLOG programs which we give below. If this is done, every PARLOG relation 
definition can be transformed into a single clause with no guard and with parallel 
“and” as the only control feature. 
1.3 Structure of the Paper 
The paper presents a step-by-step reduction of PARLOG to Kernel PARLOG. In 
the next section we define the set and subset primitives of PARLOG by interpreters 
in the PARLOG single-solution subset. Then, in Section 3, we show how any 
PARLOG single-solution definition can be compiled into one in Kernel PARLOG. 
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2. DEFINITIONS OF THE SET CONSTRUCTORS 
We need to define the relation 
set(solution-list,term,conjunction) 
for the mode (*,?,?). Its evaluation must incrementally bind the variable solution-list 
argument o the list of values of term for all solutions to the conjunction given as the 
third argument. 
The relation 
subset(list-of-vars,term,conjunction) 
needs to be defined for the mode ( ?,?,?). It instantiates the variables of the 
list-of-vars given as its first argument o different values of term corresponding to 
different solutions to conjunction. Its evaluation cannot run ahead of the supply of 
variables on the list-of-vars input. If there are more variables supplied than there are 
solutions to conjunction then all extra variables are bound to the reserved value 
END. It finds the solutions to the conjunction by a PROLOG-style backtracking 
search. 
We shall first define set in such a way that an or-parallel search for all the 
different solutions of its conjunction argument is achieved by an and-parallel 
evaluation of different processes each of which is finding a subset of all the solutions. 
The answer lists for each subset are merged to give the answer list for set. We then 
modify this program so that the subset answer lists are appended instead of merged. 
This gives us an eager set evaluator that produces a solution-list with the answers in 
the order corresponding to the before-after order of the clauses defining each 
all-solution relation. That is, the order of solutions is the order that would be 
produced by a PROLOG-style backtracking search. We then further transform this 
program from an eager generator of the solution list into a lazy consumer of a list of 
request variables. This gives us the required definition of subset. 
This development of the definitions for the PARLOG eager and lazy set construc- 
tors parallels that given for similar set constructors by Hirakawa et al. [4] who define 
them in Concurrent PROLOG [6]. The definitions given here differ somewhat and 
were developed independently. One exception is a modification of our original 
PARLOG definitions to incorporate an idea borrowed from [4] to save some 
unnecessary copying. The use of the borrowed idea is noted below. 
2.1 DeJnition of the Eager set 
Our definition of set will convert the or-parallel search for alI the successful 
evaluations of the conjunction of conditions into an and-parallel evaluation of a 
phalanx Of communicating single-call-set constructor evaluations. single-call-set is a 
special case set constructor in which the defining conjunction is just a single call. 
(A) mode set(*,?,?). 
set([term],texpTRUE). 
set(Iia~term,caIl&conjunction) + 
single-call-set(pairs,(term,conjunction),call), 
alhet(list,pairs); 
set(lis&ternqcall) + 
single-call-set(lisbterm,call). 
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This is the top-level definition. The constant TRUE represents a vacuous defining 
condition for a set. Notice the use of the sequential ; connective between the second 
and third clauses. This makes sure that the last clause is used only if the defining 
condition for the set is neither TRUE nor an &-conjunction of conditions, i.e., only 
if it is a single condition. 
The single-call-set condition of the second clause produces a list of pairs of 
instantiations of term and conjunction, each pair being an instantiation given by the 
bindings of some successful evaluation of call, the first condition of the given 
conjunction. 
all-set is a generalization of set which has a list of pairs of terms and conjunctions 
rather than a single term and a single conjunction. This recurses down the list of 
(term,conjunction) pairs finding the set solution list for each pair, merging all the 
individual answer lists to produce its answer list. 
2.1.1 Example use. A set call 
set(list,(x,y),student(x)&takes(x,y)) 
will be expanded into the parallel conjunction 
single-call-set(listl,((x,y),takes(x,y)) ,student(x)), 
all-set(list,listl) 
in which list1 is the communication channel between the processes. 
If student is defined by the three clauses 
student(Smith). 
student(Jones). 
student(Richards). 
then the evaluation of 
single-call-&list1 ,( (x,y) ,takes(x,y)) ,student(x)) 
will incrementally bind list1 to some permutation of the answer list 
[((SmiU4yl),takes(Smit~yl)),((Jones,y2),~es(Jones,y2)), 
((Richards,y3),takes(Richards,y3))] 
(1) 
(2) 
This is piped to the all-set call of (2) which merges the separate solutions to each 
(term,conjunction) pair on this list to produce the answer list to the original query 
(I). 
all-set has a straightforward recursive definition. 
(B) mode all-set(^ ,?). 
aII-=t(] ],I 1). 
all-set(lis~[(te~conjunction)(pairs]) + 
set(listl,term,conjunction), 
aILset(list2,pairs), 
merge(IistlJist2,list). 
all-set generates a set process for each (term,conjunetion) pair given on its input 
argument stream and merges the answer list produced by each set evaluation to 
produce its output stream of answers. 
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For the example set call (1) given above, the all-set evaluation will eventually 
reduce to 
single-call-set(list1,(Smi~yl),takes(Smi~y1)), 
singIe-caIl-set(list2,(Jones,y2),takes(Jones,y2)), 
sIngle-caIl-set(list3,(Richards,y3),takes(IMrards,y3)), 
merge(Iistl,list2,list12), 
merge(Iistl2,list3Jist) 
The single-call-set relation must access the clauses for the relation of the given call 
and find all the solutions given by each clause that has a head which matches the 
call. We assume a primitive 
ALLSOL(eaII?) 
which tests if the call is for a PARLOG all-solution relation, and a primitive 
CLAUSES(eaIl?,clause-list* ) 
that will return a list of the defining clauses for the relation of such an all-solution 
call. As is usual for this type of primitive in logic programming languages, each 
retrieved clause on the clause-list will have each of its variables replaced by an 
entirely new unbound variable. Thus, no two clauses on the list will have any 
variables in common and no variable on any clause will be the same as any current 
variable of the evaluation. 
(C) mode single-call-set(-,?,?), single-terms(?,?,*). 
single-call-set(terms,term,call) + ALL-SOL(eal1): 
CLAUSES(eall,clause-list), 
aIl-matches(caII,cIause-list,call-clausebody-pairs), 
all-set(solved-calls,caIl-clausebody-pairs), 
term-instances(term,eaII,solved-caIls,terms); 
single-call-set(termqterm,call) 4- 
eaII(eaII,status,cont), 
single-tenns(status,term,terms). 
single-terms(SUCCEEDED,term,(term]). 
single-terms(FAILED,term,[ 1). 
The second clause of single-call-set deals with the case of a call for a PARLOG 
single-solution relation or a primitive relation. It uses the PARLOG metacall call 
primitive to determine whether or not the call has a solution. The single-terms call 
monitors the SUCCEEDED/FAILED result of the metacall and returns either a 
singleton list comprising the appropriately instantiated term or the empty list, 
depending on the status result. 
The first clause deals with the general case. It retrieves the list of defining clauses 
for the relation of the call and uses all-matches to find all the matching clauses. 
all-matches generates a call-clausehody-pairs output list comprising pairs of the form 
(eaII,cIausebody)s 
where s is the substitution which unifies the call with the head of the clause which 
has body clausebody. If the clause has no preconditions, the clausebody is the 
constant TRUE (which, remember, is handled as a special case by set). 
As an example, the evaluation of 
single-call-set(listl,( (x,y) ,takes(x,y)) ,student(x)) 
will reduce to 
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(3) 
CLAUSES(student(x),clause-list), 
all-matches(student(x),clause-lisfcall-clausebody-p~rs), 
all-set(solved-calls,call-clausehody-pairs), 
term-instances(((x,y),takes(x,y)),student(x),solved-calls,listl) 
If we assume that our previous program for student has been extended by the 
program 
student(y) + part-time(y). 
part-time(Reed). 
the evaluation of the CLAUSES call will bind clause-list to 
[student(Smith),student(Jones),student(Richards), 
(student(y0) + part-time(yO))] 
and the all-matches call will incrementally bind call-clausebody-pairs to 
[(student(Smith),TRUE), 
(student(Jones),TRUE), 
(student(Richards),TRUE), 
(student(xO),part-time(xO))] 
The all-set call will then bind solved-calls to some permutation of the list 
[ student( Smith) ,student( Jones) ,student(Richards) ,student(Reed)] (4) 
which is the list of all the solution instances of the query condition 
student(x) (5) 
of the call (3) that can be obtained from all the matching clauses in the database. 
This list of solution instances is consumed by term-instances as it is being generated 
and is used to generate all the corresponding instances of the term 
((x,yW=s(x,y)) (6) 
of the call (3). It does this by copying the term (6) and the call (5) for each solved 
instance of the call on the list (4) and by unifying the copied call with the solved call. 
(In copying the term and the call it preserves the common variable x.) This wiii bind 
list1 to the permutation of the list 
I((Sml~yl),takes(Smlth,yl)), 
((Jones,y2),takes(Jones,y2)), 
((Richards,y3),takes(Rlchards,y3)), 
((Ree~y4),takes(Ree<ly4))1 
that corresponds to the permutation of (4) returned by the all-set call. yl, y2, y3, and 
y4 are the four copies of variable y of term (6) that need to be generated. 
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The relation all-matches is defined by the program 
1 
(D) mode all-matches(?,?, ). 
all-matches(call,[ ],I 1). 
all-matches(callJclause~clause-list], 
[(head$ody)@ll-clausebody-list]) + 
coPY(call,copy-call), 
HEAD(clause,head), BODY(clause,body), 
UNIFY(copy-call,head): 
all-matches(call,clause-lisfcall-clausebody-lis~); 
all-matches(call,(clause(clause-list~,c~l-clau~~y-list) + 
all-matches(call,clause-list,call-clausebody-lis~). 
It recurses down the list of clauses finding all those that match the call. The guard of 
the second clause for all-matches tests if the call matches the first clause on the given 
list of clauses. It does this by copying the call and then testing if the copied call and 
head of the clause unify. If the unification succeeds it will have bound variables in 
both the head and the body of the clause and hence the (head,body) pair that is put 
on the front of the output list will be the instance 
(head,body)s 
where s is the substitution that unifies call and head. 
Notice the use of the ; separator between the second and third clauses. This 
ensures that the last clause is only used if the unification fails. 
We shall assume HEAD and BODY as PARLOG primitives. COPY and UNIFY 
can be primitives of a PARLOG implementation or they can be defined in 
PARLOG using the var primitive and other primitives that decompose and construct 
terms. We give possible definitions below. 
The program for term-instances is 
(E) mode term-instauces(?,?,?,A). 
term-instances(term&lJ ],I 1). 
term-instances(term,call,(solved-call~solved-calls], 
[copy-term)tenns]) + 
COPY((term,call),copy), 
(copy-term,copy-call) * copy, 
UNIN(copy-caU,solved-call), 
term-instances(term,call,solved-calls,terms). 
Note the second unification between the copied call and the solution instance of 
some clause head represented by solved-call. The first unification was when the 
matching clause was found by all-matches. If we had copied the term as well as the 
call before the first unification, this second unification would be unnecessary. 
Indeed, we could then have defined all-matches as a relation 
all-matches(call,term,clause-list,term&ody-pairs) 
that generates a list of pairs 
(copy-term,clause-body)s 
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where s is the matching substitution. With this version of all-matches, single-call-set 
can be simplified to: 
(C’) mode single-call-&(*,?,?). 
single-call-set(tenus,term,call) + ALL-SOL(call): 
CJ_AUSRS(caIl,clause-list), 
aIl-matchea(caU,tenn,clause-list,term-clausebody-pairs), 
all-set(terms,tenn-clausebody-pairs); 
single-call-set(terms,term,call) + 
caIl(call,status,control), 
single-tenns(status,tenn,terms). 
The penalty of this solution is that term will be copied for each matching clause 
and then further copied during the all-set evaluation for each matching clause found 
for every condition that needs to be solved during the evaluation of each clause 
body, even though ultimately there may be no solution to the clause body found. In 
contrast, during the evaluation of program (C), term is only copied each time a 
solution to a clause body is found. The penalty for this reduced copying of the term 
is that for each such solution the call must be copied a second time. 
Since, in general, there will be far fewer solutions to a clause body than matching 
clauses encountered uring the search for all solutions, program (C) will require far 
less copying of terms than program (C’). Moreover, the term argument of a call to 
single-call-set is always an output term of some set call paired with all but the first 
condition of the conjunction of conditions of the set call. Such a term will nearly 
always be much larger than a single call. So it is far better to minimize the copying 
of the answer term of a single-call-set evaluation even if that requires extra copying 
of the call argument. 
This technique for reducing the amount of copying of answer terms, and hence 
for minimizing the copying of the remaining conjunction of conditions when the 
different solutions to the first condition are being generated, we borrowed from the 
definitions in [4]. The overhead of finding all solutions of a conjunction, using an 
evaluation that explores different evaluation paths in parallel, is precisely the 
amount of copying of the conjunction that is required. 
A naive implementation, represented by program (C’), copies the conjunction 
each time a different matching clause is found for the first condition, i.e., the copying 
of the conjunction is done each time the evaluation forks to look for solutions given 
by alternative matching clauses. (An even worse implementation would copy the 
conjunction for each clause whether or not the clause matches the first condition.) A 
better solution, represented by definition (C), is to copy all but the first condition 
only when a solution is found to the first condition, even though this involves 
making an extra copy of the first condition for each solution found. 
To reduce the copying further, we should copy a term (or some subterm of a 
term) only if it contains variables. One way to do this is to represent nonvariable 
terms in such a way that in addition to the functor and arguments they also have a 
tag field with a value HASVAR or GROUND that indicates whether or not the term 
contained a variable when it was constructed. Only terms tagged HASVAR need 
ever be copied. The term COPY program can create a copy tagged GROUND when 
it copies an HASVAR term but finds that it is now variable-free because all its 
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variables have been bound to variable-free terms. It is beyond the scope of this 
paper to explore such optimized copying further. 
For the sake of completeness we give PARLOG definitions for UMFY and 
COPY. The COPY program is a naive one that copies all subterms of a term even if 
they are variable-free. 
(F) mode UNIFY(?,?), UNIFY-LIST(?,?). 
UNIFY(var,term) + var(var) : var := term. 
UNIFY(ternqvar) 4- var(var) : var := term; 
UNIFY(terml,term2) 4- 
ARG(terml,O,fl), ARG(term2,O,f2), fl = f2, 
ARGLIST(terml,listl), ARGLIST(term2,list2), 
UNIFY-LIST(listlJist2). 
UNIFY-LIST(I IJ 1). 
UNIFY-LIST([termlllistl],[ternQlist2]) + 
UNIFY(terml,tenu2)& 
UNIFY-LIST(Iistl,lW). 
ARG and ARGLIST are the term decomposing primitives that are needed in order 
to implement unification: 
ARG(t,i,ti) 
Mode (?,?,-). Finds the i’th argument erm ti of nonvariable term t. If i is 0, 
tI is the functor of term t. 
ARGJ-Wmq) 
Mode (?, ). Finds the arguments args of term t as a list. 
The UNIFY ‘program above is a parallel unification algorithm with no occur 
check. That is, before the binding of a variable is made there is no check to see if the 
variable appears in the term to which it is bound. It is usual in logic programming 
implementations to omit the occur check. 
(G) mode COPY(?,*), COPYl(?,?,*,^ ), COPY-LIST(?,A), lookup(?,?,-). 
COPY (term,newterm) + 
COPYl(term,[ ],newtermqewvars). 
COPY l(var,va.rs,newvar,newvars) + var(var): 
luukup((var,newvar),vars,newvars); 
COPY l(te~vars,newte~newvars) + 
ARG(tenn,O,f), ARGLIST(term,arglist), 
COPY-LIST(arglist,va,newargs,newvars), 
CONSTRUCI+-TEXM(f,newargs,newterm). 
COPY-LIST(( J,vars,( ],vars). 
COPY-LIST([term~list],vars,[newterm~ewlistJ,newvars) + 
COPY l(term,vars,newter~varsl), 
COPY-LIST(Iisfvarsl,newlist,newvars). 
CONSTRUCT-TERM is the term construction primitive. The COPY1 program 
carries along a list of new variables (initialized to [ ]) created during the copying of a 
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nonvariable term. The lookup program tests to see if the var is already paired with a 
new variable on its vars input list. If it is, newvar is the variable to which it is already 
paired. If not, newvar is an entirely new variable and the pair (var,newvar) are added 
to vars to give newvars. This program needs a primitive SAMEVAR that tests if its 
two arguments are the same variable. 
The complete definition of set comprises (A), (B), (C), (D), (E), (F), and (G) 
together with simple definitions of merge and lookup. 
2.2 A set Definition in which the Order of Answer Terms Reflects 
the Order of Clauses 
The only merge in the above program for set is in the definition (B) of all-set. If we 
modify this, and replace the merge by an append, we get an alternative order 
preserving program: 
aIl-seN ],I 1). 
all-set(IistJ(term,conjunction)@irs]) + 
set(listl,term,conjunction), 
all+et(list2,pairs), 
append(listlJist2,list). 
The order of the term instances on the solution list will now correspond to the order 
of the clauses in the list of clauses returned by the CLAUSES call of the single-call-set 
program (C). That is, the first term on the output list of the call 
set(list,term,conjunctlon) 
will be the value of term corresponding to the first solution to the conjunction found 
by a PROLOG-style backtracking evaluation in which the clauses are tried in the 
order returned by CLAUSES. This is because the all-set call of the single-call-set 
program will now preserve the CLAUSES ordering on its’ solved-calls output list. 
Our changed program is still an eager set constructor that forks each time it finds 
a matching clause for a condition. However, solutions are no longer added to the 
answer list in the order of arrival. Even though the second matching clause for the 
first condition of a conjunction may give a solution to the condition before the first 
matching clause gives a solution, the solution found by the second clause is passed 
on to the remaining conditions only when all the solutions that can be obtained 
using the first matching clause have been found. 
We have taken the first step to obtaining the program for the lazy subset 
constructor. To obtain such a program we need only transform this order-preserving 
eager generator program into a lazy consumer of a request list of variables using the 
program rewriting techniques described in [l]. 
However, before doing this transformation we shall make one further change to 
the order-preserving set program which will make it much more efficient. In logic 
programs the appending of lists is nearly always done implicitly by the technique of 
representing lists as the difference between a pair of lists. The second list of the pair 
is a tail sublist of the first list and the difference between the two lists, i.e., all the 
elements of the first list up to the second list, is the list represented. We can then 
characterize the condition that some list L is the concatenation of two other lists Ll 
and L2 by requiring that Ll is represented by a difference pair (listl,list2) and L2 is 
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represented by a difference pair (list2Jist3) while L is represented by the pair 
(listlJist3). By doing this we can drop an explicit append condition. 
To make this change of representation we need to redefine set using an auxiliary 
relation diff-set. This returns a pair of lists representing the list of answers rather 
than a single list. We then also have to redefine all-set (renamed diff-ail-set), 
single-call-set (renamed diff-single-call-set), and term-instances (renamed diff-term- 
instances) so that they generate difference lists. 
(H) mode set( * ,?,?), diff-set( ,. ,?,?,?). 
set(lis~termconjunction) +-- 
diff-set(Iist,( ],term,conjunction). 
diff-set([termJlist],list,term,TRUE). 
diff-set(listl,list2,term,call&conjunction) + 
diff-single-call-set(pairs,[ ],(term,conjunctlon),call), 
diff-all-set(listl,list&pairs); 
diff-set(listl,list2,term,call) +- 
diff-single-call-set(listl,list2,term,call). 
The set definition states that, if the difference between list and the empty list is a 
difference list representation of the set of answers, then list on its own is the ordinary 
list representation of the set of all answers. 
diff-set represents the list of answers as the difference between its first and second 
list arguments. The first clause says that any pair of lists of the form ([termJlist],list) 
represents the singleton list of answers for an empty conjunction. The second clause 
says that the difference list pair (listl,list2) represents all the answers to a conjunc- 
tion call&conjunction if (listl,listt) represents all the answers to the call 
diff-a&set(listl,list2,pairs) 
where pairs is the list of all the (term,conjunctlon) pairs corresponding to different 
solutions to call. pairs must be this list because the difference between pairs and the 
empty list is the difference list representation of this set of answers. The last clause 
just says that the difference list representation of the set of answers to a conjunction 
with just one calI in it is the difference list representation of the set of answers that 
satisfies the diff-single-call-set condition. 
(I) mode dill-all-set(-,?,?). 
dill-all-set(Iist,Iist,[ 1). 
dIff-all-set(listl,list3,[(term,conjunction)lpairs]) t 
diff-set(listl,list2,term,conjunction), 
diff-all-set(list2,list&pairs). 
Notice that in the definition of diff-all-set there is no explicit append call. The 
requirement that the difference between list1 and list2 represents the list of solutions 
to the diff-set call and that the difference between list2 and list3 represents the list of 
solutions to the recursive diff-all-set calI guarantees that the difference between list1 
and list3 represents the concatenation of these answer lists. 
The remaining definitions are straightforward rewrites of our earlier definitions to 
use difference list pairs. In the case of diff-single-terms and diff-term-instances the 
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last two arguments are the difference list pair representing the output list of answer 
terms. 
(I) mode diff-single-call-seti,?,?,?), diff-single-terms(?,?,*,?). 
diII-single-call-set(iistl,list2,term,call)+- ALL-SOL(cail): 
CLAUSES(caII,clause-list), 
aU-matches(caIl,clause-list,call-clausebody-pairs), 
diff-all-set(solved-calls,[ ],cail-clausebody-pairs), 
diff-tenn-instances(term,caIl,solved-caIls,listl,list2); 
difI-single-call-set(listl,list2,term,call) + 
caIl(eaIi,status,control), 
diff-single-tenns(status,term,listl,list2). 
dii-single-terms(SUCCEEDED,term,[term~list],list). 
diff-single-temts(FAILED,term,list,list). 
(K) mode diff-term-instances(?,?,?,* ,?). 
diIf-term-instances(term,call,[ ],list,list). 
diff-term-instances(term,call,(solved-c~llsolved-c~ls], 
[copy-termlterms],list) + 
COPY((~rnV=U&oPY), 
(copy-temcopy-call) = copy, 
UNIFY(eopy-cail,solved-call), 
diff-term-instances(term,call,solved-caIls,terms,list). 
The definitions (H), (I), (I), and (K) together with our previous definitions (D), 
(F), and (G) comprise an eager set evaluator that spawns far fewer processes than 
the eager merging program of the last section. That program generated a tree 
network of merge processes, one for each single call encountered during the 
evaluation. No such merging or appending processes are spawned by the new 
program. However, the advantage of the merging program is that an answer term is 
placed on the output stream as soon as any evaluation path terminates with success. 
2.3 DeJinition of the Lazy subset 
We can now produce a program for the lazy subset set constructor by transforming 
the eager generator program of the last section into a lazy consumer of a stream of 
request variables using the method described in [l]. We invert the dataflow of the 
program by changing the mode declarations so that a relation that produced an 
output stream for some consumer C now becomes a consumer of a request stream 
generated by C. The new consumer of the request stream then sends its answers back 
by binding the variables in the request stream using an assignment unification when 
the answer has been computed. Because it cannot run ahead of the consumer 
requests it behaves as a lazy producer. 
At the top level, set (renamed subset) accepts a request stream of variables in its 
first argument rather than generating a list of answers. It therefore has the mode 
(?,?,?). As above, it is defined in terms of an auxiliary relation diff-subset that also 
accepts a request list on its first argument. The difference between its first and 
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second arguments must be a list of some subset of all the answers to the set 
condition comprising the term and conjunction of its third and fourth arguments. 
For the lazy subset we must let the evaluation of diff-subset construct the 
remainder list to be “subtracted” from its input list of requests. This is because the 
input request list may contain too many request variables. In this case, the “re- 
mainder” list that is to be subtracted from the found list of answers must comprise 
this list of excess variables. Thus, diff-subset takes a request list of variables and 
binds them to answer values. It also returns the list of any excess request variables. 
This list of excess request variables is the empty list if the number of answers exactly 
equals or exceeds the number of request variables. 
(L) mode sub&(?,?,?); all-END(?). 
subset(request-list,term,conj) + 
diff-subset(request-lisfrem-requests,term,conj), 
all-END(rem-requests). 
all-END([ 1). 
all-END([requestIlistj) + 
request := END, 
all-END(list). 
Remember that subset must bind all excess variables to END. That is, the call 
sub&( [ x1,x2,x3,x4,x5,x6] ,x,&dent(x)) 
where student is defined by the clauses of Section 2.1, must further instantiate its 
input list of variables to the list 
[ Smith,Jones,Richards,Reed,END,END] 
The all-END call of the above subset definition ensures that any excess variables are 
given the value END. The list of excess variables [x5,x6] will be returned as the value 
of rem-requests by the diff-subset call. 
(M) mode diff-subset(?,A,?,?). 
diff-subset([ ],[ J,term,conj); 
diff-subset([request~list],list,term,TRUE) + 
request := term. 
diff-subset(listl,list2,term,call&conj) + 
diff-single-call-subst(requests,iem-req,(te~,conj),~ll), 
all-END(rem-req), 
diff-aksubset(listl,list2,req~ests); 
diff-subset(listl,list2,term,call) + 
diff-single-call-subset(iistl,hst2,term,call). 
diff-all-subset has the mode (?,*,*) and diff-single-call-subset has the mode 
(?,A,?,?). diff-all-subset is now a generator of the requests stream of variables that are 
requests consumed by the dI-single-call-subset. The top-level dataflow between the 
two calls has been reversed. The diff-all-subset call of the third clause will consume a 
request on its list1 argument and generate a corresponding request on its requests 
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argument. This is a request for the (term,conj) pair corresponding to the first 
solution of call that will be found by the diff-single-call-subset evaluation. 
It then tries to solve the remaining conjunction in order to find the first answer 
with which to bind the request variable at the head of its list1 input stream. If the 
conjunction cannot be solved another request will be sent to diff-single-call-subset. 
Requests will continue to be sent by diff-all-subset as needed to answer requests it 
receives. It continues forwarding requests until it gets back the answer END 
indicating there are no more answers to the diff-single-call-subset call. The END 
response will actually be generated by the all-END call as it binds the first excess 
request variable returned on rem-req. 
As an example, the call 
diff-subset( [ x1,x2,x3] ,rem-requests,x,student(x)&male(x)) 
will reduce to 
diff-single-call-subset(requests,rem-req,(x,m~e(x)),s~dent(x)), 
all-END(rem-req), 
diff-all-subset([xl,x2,x3],rem-requests,requests) 
The first step in the evaluation of diff-all-subset will pick up the request variable 
xl and bind requests to [req-pairllreqsl), where req-pair1 is a variable representing a 
request sent to diff-single-call-subset. Assuming our earler database for student, the 
call will bind req-pair1 to 
(Smith,male(Smith)) 
thereby sending a reply back to diff-all-subset. Assuming that we have an assertion 
male( Smith) 
the remaining condition male(Smith) will be solved and xl will be bound to the 
answer term Smith. diff-all-subset will then pick off its next request variable x2 and 
send a second request to diff-single-call-subset by binding reqsl to (req-pair2Ireqs21. 
The program for diff-all-subset is 
(N) mode diff-all-subset(?,^,*), handle-response(*,?,^,?,A). 
diff-all-subset([ ],[ ],[ I). 
diff-all-subset([requestllistl],list2,[request-pairllist3]) +- 
handle-response(request,listl,list2,requlist3). 
handle-response(request,list,[requestllist],END,[ 1). 
handle-response(reques~listl,list3,(term,conj),req-pairs)c 
diIf-subset(]requestllistl],list2,term,conj), 
diff-all-subset(Iist2,list3,req-pairs). 
The handling of the replies to the requests sent by diff-all-subset must be done by 
an auxiliary call in order to avoid a deadlock. If we had instead used two clauses for 
diff-all-subset (in addition to the empty list case), one to handle the END response, 
the other to handle the normal response, we would have had to have tests on the 
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returned value of the request-pair variable in the guards of the clauses. But then each 
clause would be testing in its guard a value that can be returned only as a result of a 
request that is itself sent only if the guard is true. This problem, which is sometimes 
encountered when transforming eager programs into lazy programs, and the method 
of handling it using auxiliary relations is more fully explained in [l]. As exemplified 
in this program, the solution is to combine the clauses for the different responses 
into a single clause and to handle the different responses using an auxiliary relation. 
The lazy subset program to handle single call conjunctions is much closer to the 
eager set program (J): 
(0) mode diff-single-call-subset(?,*z?,?~, 
diff-single-req-terms(?,?, ). 
diff-single-call-subset([ I, l,term,call). 
diff-single-call-subset(~request)listl],list2,term,c~) + 
ALGSOL(cal1): 
CLAUSES(call,clause-list), 
aU-matches(caU,clause-list,request-call-clausebody-pairs), 
diff-all-subset(request-solved-calls,rem-req, 
request-call-clausebody-pairs), 
all-END(rem-req), 
diff-term-instauces(term,call,request-solved-calls, 
[requestJlistI],list2); 
di~-single-call-subset(trequest)listlJ,list2,term,call) + 
call(caJl,status,control), 
diff-single-req-terms(status,terrn,request,iistl,list2). 
diff-siugle-req-terms(SUCCEEDED,term,terrn,list,list). 
diff-single-req-terms(FAILED,term,requesflist,[requestllist]). 
Again, the dataflow between the calls of the second clause for diff-single-call-sub 
set is inverted. The diff-term-instances call now accepts the request stream passed in 
through the first argument of diff-single-call-subset and generates a corresponding 
stream of requests on its request-solved-calls argument hat is passed to the diff-all- 
subset call. This, in turn, consumes this stream of requests and generates appropriate 
requests to the all-matches call on its request-call-clausebody-pairs output argument. 
As an example, the call 
will reduce to 
CLAUSES(student(x),clause-list), 
all-matches(student(x),clause-listreques), 
diff-all-subset(request-solved-calls,rem-reql,request-call-clausebody-pairs), 
all-END(rem-reql), 
diff-term-instances((x,male(x)),student(x),request-solved-calls, 
(req-pairl@qsl],rem-req) 
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The di@-term-instances call picks off req-pair1 and sends a request for a solved 
call by binding request-solved-calls to [req-sclpeq-scsl]. diff-all-subset now picks off 
req-scl and binds request-call-clausehodysebody-pairs to [req-plbeq-psl]. Meanwhile, 
CLAUSES will have bound clause-list to the list of student clauses. all-matches can 
then handle its req-pl request, by trying to unify student(x) with the first clause 
student(Smith). Since this succeeds, req-pl will be bound to (student(Smith),TRUE). 
diff-all-subset handles the response by immediately solving the first of the two calls 
diff-subset([req-scllreq-scsl],req-scs2,student(Smith),TRUE), 
diff-all-suhset(req-scs2,rem-reql,req-psl) 
to which it is reduced. This binds req-sc! to student(Smith), and req-scs2 to req-scsl. 
Thus the top-level diff-all-subset call is now reduced to the recursive call 
diff-all-subset(req-scsl,rem-reql,req-psl) 
which handles further requests sent from diff-term-instances via req-scsl and gener- 
ates corresponding requests to all-matches by binding req-psi. 
diff-term-instances has now received back the binding for the request variable 
req-scl that it generated. It is as though it had been called with 
diff-term-instances((x,male(x)),student(x), 
[student(Smith))req-scsl], 
[req-pairlpeqsl],rem-req) 
It handles the response by copying (x,male(x)) and student(x) and by unifying 
the copied student(x) with student(Smith) to produce the answer binding 
(Smith,male(Smith)) for its req-pair1 variable. All the evaluation now suspends until 
more requests are sent to diff-term-instances via its rkqsl variable. 
The lazy diff-term-instances program is derived from our earlier program (K) by 
introducing a response handler similar to the one needed for diff-all-subset. 
m mode diff-term-instances(?,?,^ ,?,A), 
handle-call-request(?,?,?,A,*,?, *). 
diff-term-instances(term,call,[ ],[ ],I 1). 
diff-term-instances(ternqcall,(request-solved-call~ut-reques~], 
(request-termbn-request&rem-list) 4- 
handle-call-request(term,call,request-solv~-c~l,out-requests, 
request-term,in-requests,rem-list). 
handle-call-request(term,call,END,[ ],request-term,in-requests, 
[request-term@requests]); 
handle-call-request(te~call,solved-calls, 
in-requests,rem-list) +- 
data(solved-call): 
COPY((term,call),copy), 
(request-term,copy-call) e copy, 
UNIN(copy-call,solved-call), 
diff-term-instances(term,call,out-requests,in-r~uests,rem-~st). 
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Finally, the all-matches program needs to be rewritten to supply the matching 
(head,body) pairs in a demand-driven manner: 
(Q) mode all-matches(?,?,?). 
all-matches(c.~l,(clause)clause-list),Iruestsl) + 
COPY(call,copy-call), 
HEAD(clause,head), BODY(clause,body), 
UNIFY(copy-call,head): 
request := (head$ody), 
all-matches(call,clause-listrequests). 
all-matches(call,[clause)clause-list),lres~~requests]) t 
all-matches(call,dause-list,[request@pests]). 
all-matches(call,[ ],[requestlrequests]) + 
all-END(jrequestbequests1). 
all-matches(call,clause-list,1 I). 
Our final program for subset comprises (L), (M), (N), (0), (P), and (Q). 
3. COMPILING TO KERNEL PARLOG 
In [l] we introduced the unification-related primitives of PARLOG and showed how 
PARLOG clauses could be transformed into a standard form in which the head 
arguments are all distinct variables and matching is performed by explicit calls to 
these primitives. Below, we describe this transformation in some detail. 
A very important property of PARLOG programs is that a guard evaluation 
never binds variables of the call. This can be verified by a compile-time mode 
analysis algorithm which we outline here. The property allows the or-parallel 
evaluation of the guards of alternative clauses to be implemented by an and-parallel 
evaluation in the guard of a single clause. This is the first stage of a progressive 
simplification of a PARLOG relation definition to a kernel form that is sufficiently 
simple to be supported directly by any particular architecture. The extent of 
simplification required depends upon the nature of the target architecture. 
3.1 Standard Form of a General PARLOG Clause 
As mentioned in Section 1, PARLOG provides five unification primitives: I, = , 
:= , var, and data. All of these primitives can be used in PARLOG programs. In 
addition, calls to =, = , and := are introduced when PARLOG clauses are 
converted into standard form as part of the compilation process which we explain 
below. All introduced uses of the = primitive can then be further compiled to calls 
to data, =, and the term accessing primitive ARG. 
In the transformation of a PARLOG clause to standard form, a call to S= is 
added to the guard for each input argument and a call to := is added to the body 
for each output argument. The corresponding arguments in the clause head are 
replaced by distinct variables. If a variable x occurs more than once in the input 
arguments, new variables xl,. . . , xk are introduced for each repeated occurrence and 
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a set of = calls x=xl,...,x= xk is added to the guard to test that each of these 
new variables is given the same value as x. 
If the relation R has a mode declaration stating that the first i arguments are 
input and the remaining j arguments are output, the clause 
R(tl,..., ti,ti+l,..., ti+j)+ 
(guard conditions) : (body conditions). 
has the standard form 
R(x1,. . . ,xi,yl,. . . ,yj) + 
t’l -xl,. . . , t’i - xi, 
(test unifications for repeated variables of tl, . . . , ti), 
(guard conditions): 
yl:=ti+land . ..andyj.=ti+jand 
(body conditions). 
Here, t’l,. . . , t’i are the input argument terms tl,. . . , ti with all but the first 
occurrence of each repeated variable replaced by entirely new variables. 
We have used a neutral connective and for some of the introduced calls. This can 
be implemented by either sequential or parallel conjunction. The form of these calls 
is such that they can be evaluated either in parallel, or sequentially in the order giuen. 
A mixture of parallel and sequential evaluation can even be used provided the 
partial order is preserved. The PARLOG compiler writer is free to implement and in 
whatever way is best suited to the target architecture. 
Example. The amerge program combines the first and second argument lists in 
arithmetic order into its third argument list: 
mode arnerge(?,?,-). 
am~rge(IuIxl,luIyl,[ulzl) * amerge(x,y,z). 
~erge([uIxl,[v~]~Iulz]) + u < v : amerge(x,IvlylA. 
~erge(IuIxl,Ivhrl,Ivlzl) + v < u : mergeW4y,z). 
This has the following standard form: 
amerge(a,b,e) + 
[ub]-a,[vb]=b,u=v: 
c := [up] and amerge(x,y,z). 
amerge(a,b,c) + 
[LIB]-a,[vk]=b,u<v: 
c := [I# and amerge(x,[vb],z). 
amerge(a,b,c) +- 
[uk]*a,[vb]C=b,v<u: 
c := [vb] and amerge([u[x],y,z). 
All the matching has been compiled into c=, = , and := unifications. All 
variables appearing in the left argument of the introduced calls to = are first 
occurrences, so we can further compile them into calls to data, ARG, and type tests. 
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For example, the first clause for amerge becomes 
arnerge(a,b,c) +
(data(a)&LIST(a)&ARG(a,l,u)&ARG(a,2,x)), 
(~~~~(~)&LIST@)~~ARC@,~,V)&ARG(~,~,Y)), 
u=v: 
c := [ub] and amerge(x,y,z). 
In this fully compiled form of a clause, the only residue of term-to-term unification 
is the = test unification. This is a much simpler primitive to implement (especially 
in some hardware PARLOG machine) than full unification. 
3.2 Compile-Time Checking of Guards 
The translation of a clause into standard form ensures that any binding of variables 
in the call that results from the call/clause head unification is delayed until the 
evaluation commits to the use of the clause. However, it does not prevent the 
evaluation of some condition in the guard from binding a variable in an input 
argument of the call before the commitment. To prevent this, the compiler must 
perform an analysis to ensure that all guards are unable to bind variables that 
appear in input arguments. A guard that cannot bind such a variable is called a safe 
guard. 
Example. 
mode arith(?). 
arith([dif(m,n,r)(ms]) + m _< n : 
minus(n,m,r), arith(ms). 
arith( [dif(m,n,r)Jms]) + n I m : 
minus(m,n,r), arith(ms). 
The arith relation consumes a stream of requests to perform arithmetic oper- 
ations. These two clauses handle the message dif(m,n,r) where r is an unbound 
variable. arith gives the reply to a message dif(m,n,r) by binding r to the positive 
difference between m and n. It uses the “less than or equal” primitive < and the 
subtraction primitive minus(a,b,c): c is a - b. We say that arith has a “weak” input 
argument because, in the evaluation of a call arith(ms), variables in ms will be 
instantiated. However, the program is a perfectly legal PARLOG program because 
the variables in ms will only be bound by calls that appear in the bodies of 
clauses-not in the guards. 
The following is an illegal variant of the above arith definition: 
arith( [dif(m,n,r)lms]) + m I n, minus(n,m,r) :
arith(ms). (1) 
arith( [ dif (m,n,r) lms] ) + n I m, minus(m,n,r) :
arith(ms). (2) 
It is illegal because we have moved the minus calls into the guards. This means that 
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the evaluation of one or both of the guards will bind r, and hence communicate a 
value to the call, before there is a commitment to use that clause. Such premature 
communication is not allowed because, in general, as in this example, the early 
communication might not be generated by the clause that is eventually selected. The 
PARLOG compiler will reject the above definition because the clauses have “ unsafe” 
guards. In each clause the guard is unsafe because an input argument variable (r) 
appears in an output argument of a guard condition (the minus primitive has mode 
(?,?,*)), and hence might be instantiated by the evaluation of the guard. 
It is not sufficient merely to ensure that variables in input arguments do not 
appear in output arguments of a guard condition. We must also check that such 
variables do not occur in weak input arguments of a guard condition: 
arith( [dif(m,n,r))ms]) + m $ n,.eval(minus(n,m,r)): 
arith(ms) . 
arith( [ messlms] ) + difmess(mess,m,n,r), m 2 n, minus(n,m,r): 
arith(ms) 
mode difmess(?,*,*,*). 
difmess(dif(a,b,c),a,b,c). 
(I”) 
As before, r appears in the output argument of minus. mess appears in the input 
argument of clause (1”) and is dataflow connected to r by the difmess call. They are 
dataflow connected because they appear respectively in an input and an output 
argument position of the difmess call and the clause defining this relation has a 
shared variable c in both of these argument positions. 
3.3 The Mode Analysis 
We give here a definition of an unsafe guard that implicitly defines an algorithm for 
checking that all clause guards are safe. The compiler should reject any program 
containing unsafe guards. This algorithm is not ideal in that it might reject some 
programs that are in fact safe. However, in such a case the program can always be 
rewritten to pass the safety test. Moreover, the algorithm is relatively simple, being 
based on an analysis of the source PARLOG program. For most practical programs, 
the safety check requires very little analysis. 
DeJinition: unsafe guard. A guard G in clause C for relation R is unsafe if some 
input argument of R is weak because of a call A that appears in the guard. 
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DeJnition: weak input argument. Input argument position i of relation R is weak 
because of a call A in clause C (for R) if some variable u in the ith head argument 
of C (i) appears in an output argument position of call A; or (ii) appears in a 
weak input argument position of call A; or (iii) is datatlow connected to another 
variable v that appears in an output argument position or a weak input argument 
position of call A. 
DeJinition: datafIow connection. A variable u of clause C is datafrow connected to 
another variable v of clause C if (i) u and v, respectively, occur in connected 
arguments of some call A in C or (ii) u and some variable w, respectively, occur in 
connected arguments of some call A in C and w is dataflow connected to v. 
DeJinition: connected arguments. Argument positions i and j of. relation R are 
connected arguments if i is input and j is output and, in some clause C for R, (i) 
the ith and jth head argument terms of C share a variable or (ii) the ith head 
argument term has a variable u that is dataflow connected to some variable v in 
the jth head argument erm of C. 
In applying the above definition to test whether the i and j arguments are 
connected we may find that they are connected if and only if the i and i arguments 
of a call to the same relation are connected because of a direct of mutual recursion. 
In which case, they are not connected. 
3.3.1 Primitive relations. To complete the definition of an unsafe guard, we must 
state the weak input arguments and the connected arguments of each PARLOG 
primitive. For most primitives such as arithmetic relations (e.g., < , plus) and type 
primitives (e.g., integer, constant), the input arguments are all strong and there is no 
connection between the arguments; this is because the relations concerned are 
conceptually defined by ground assertions, e.g., 1 < 2, plus (1,1,2), etc. The unifica- 
tion related primitives have strong, unconnected arguments except where stated 
otherwise: 
argl? c= arg2? 
argl? = arg2? 
arg1-= arg2? 
var(argl?) 
data@@?) 
arglweak 
arg2,arglconnected 
3.4 Simplifying a General PARLOG Relation DeJnition 
The mode analysis outlined above ensures that no guard will ever bind variables of 
the call. If this were not the case, an implementation would need to provide a special 
mechanism for the or-parallel search for a candidate clause, copying the call 
arguments for each guard evaluation and copying back the environment of the 
successful guard on commitment. Concurrent PROLOG as described in [6] requires 
such a mechanism. 
3.4.1 Removing or-parallel search. In PARLOG, the or-parallel evaluation of 
alternative guards can be reduced to an and-parallel evaluation. This is possible only 
because we know that a guard cannot bind any variable in the call, and hence the 
evaluation of each guard is a completely independent process. 
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We shall illustrate this reduction by considering how a general relation definition, 
using both ; and 
R below five 
clauses: second, third, fourth are be tried parallel. The have 
already transformed to form, so mode declaration 
R(xl,...,yj)+-- Gl: 
R(xl,...,yj)+-G2:B2. 
R(xl,..., 6 G3 : B3. 
R(xl,...,yj)+-G4:B4; 
R(xl,...,yj)+ G5: B5. 
This can be transformed to the following: 
R(xl,...,yj)c Gl : Bl; 
yj) + and clause(s2,B2,b2)), 
and clause(s3,B3,b3)), 
and clause(s4,B4,b4)), 
or(h2,b3,lA,body,c2,c3@)): 
c~l(bodY); 
R(xl,...,yj)+ B5. 
The parallel clauses been collapsed one clause a complex 
This guard each of three original G2, G3, G4 using 
three-argument metacall, with an process that up the 
body corresponding the first to successfully if there one. The , 
separating the calls forces the and-parallel evaluation of the three guards and the or 
process. If and is implemented as sequential conjunction, there are four (in general 
n + 1) parallel processes in the evaluation of the compound guard. 
clause(status,hody,seel-body) is a relation that yields, on sel-body, BODY(body), if 
the status result of the guard evaluation is SUCCEEDED, otherwise it yields NONE. 
Its PARLOG definition follows. The or relation has 2n + 1 arguments, where n is 
the number of or-parallel clauses. We define below the variant of or for the case 
n = 3. or@l,b2,b3,hody,cl,c2,c3) will succeed if any of the three guard evaluations 
succeed, yielding a body, and in this case will send a STOP message to the other 
guard evaluations. If all three guards result in NONE, or will fail, causing the entire 
complex guard to fail. 
mode clause(?,?,*), or(?,?,?,* ,A, *, ^ ). 
clause(SUCCEEDED,body,BODY(hody)); 
clause(status,body,NONE). 
or(BODY(bodyl),b2,b3,hodyl,cl,STOP,STOP). 
or(bl,BODY(body2),b3,hodyZ,STOP,&,STOP). 
or(bl,b2,BODY(body3),hody3,STOP,STOP,c3). 
3.4.2 Removing sequential search. Above, we have shown how any PARLOG 
relation definition can be transformed to one which uses only a sequential search for 
a candidate clause, a simpler concept. In fact, a relation definition using only 
sequential search is equivalent o one with a single clause containing a conditional 
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if. . . then.. . else. Consider the following definition of R: 
R(x1,. . . , yj) + Gl : Bl; 
R(xl,...,yj)+G2:B2; 
R(xl,...,yj)+ Q: B3. 
This can be transformed to 
R(xl,..., yj) + if(Gl,Bl,if(G2,B2,(G3&B3))). 
if can be defined as a PARLOG program that first evaluates its first (condition) 
argument and then selects either the second or third argument as a continuation: 
mode if(?,?,?), choose(?,?,?). 
if(if,then,else) + 
call(if,status,c) and 
choose(status,then,else). 
choose(SUCCEEDED,then,else) + Cal&then); 
choose(FAILED,then,else) + call(else). 
3.4.3 Removing sequential nd. Having reduced any relation definition to a single 
clause, we can go one step further and eliminate the sequential dz if desired. This can 
be defined in PARLOG by the following program, which appeared in [l]. 
mode ? &?, nextcall(?,?). 
gl &g2 + 
call(gl,status,c) and 
nextcall(status,g2). 
nextcall(SUCCEEDED,g) * call(g). 
3.5 Architectural Considerations 
The above transformations result in the reduction of all control features to the 
parallel “and”. This form would be suitable for implementation on a highly parallel 
architecture, where the neutral and operator would also be implemented as a parallel 
“and”. 
At the other extreme, on a largely sequential architecture, it will be desirable to 
minimize the amount of parallel forking. Here, the and operator would be imple- 
mented as sequential “and”. The sequential “and” and the sequential search can 
both be directly supported on a sequential machine. Indeed, on a PROLOG machine 
such as McCabe’s APM [5], a PARLOG relation definition using the ; operator: 
R(x1,. . . , yj) + Gl : Bl; 
R(x1,. . . , yj) + G2 : B2; 
R(xl,...,yj)+ G3: B3. 
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could be compiled to a PROLOG relation using the “cut”: 
R(xl,..., yj) +- Gl’,!,Bl’. 
R(x1,. . . , yj) + G2’,!,B2’. 
R(x1,. . . , yj) + Q’,B3’. 
where G’ denotes the compiled form of G, etc. 
Forking can be further minimized by special handling of the parallel search in the 
case where all clauses have simple guards. A simple guard will normally be one that 
contains only calls to primitives. If a relation definition has such simple guards, there 
is no need to perform the transformation of Section 3.4 that replaces or-parallel 
search by an and-parallel guard evaluation: 
R(xl,..., yj) +- Gl : Bl. 
R(xl,..., yj) + G2 : B2. 
R(xl,...,yj)+G3:B3. 
It is likely to be cheaper to search for a candidate clause sequentially, trying each of 
Gl, G2, 0 until a successful guard is found. If a guard is seen to be suspended, the 
search continues with the next clause. If no successful guard is found but there are 
suspended guards, the search is retried. This mechanism results in a “stable” 
implementation, as defined in [6]. The exact details will depend on the particular 
architecture. A detailed design of a PARLOG implementation for one sequential 
architecture, the APM, appears in [3]. 
Even parallel architectures often have the ability to do some sequential processing 
within each “agent”. This should be exploited as far as possible to maximize 
efficiency. ALICE [2] can directly support both sequential and (pseudo-)parallel 
search for a candidate clause provided the guards are of a certain simple form, of the 
kind that can be evaluated within an agent. Therefore, in an ALICE implementation 
of PARLOG, the transformations that remove or-parallel search and sequential 
search are necessary only for relations that have complex guards (in practice most 
relations have simple guards). 
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